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Powerful platforms and flexible  
solutions that enable your work to flow.

From isolation through production, today 
BD Biosciences delivers high quality products and 
services, meeting your needs at every step in the 
cell-based workflow. 

As research moves toward clinical trials and 
ultimately new cell therapies, you can rely on 
BD’s proven experience in delivering quality GMP 
products and services as we deliver the next 
generation of tools and systems to help you trans-
form disease management in the next decade.

Systematic ExcellenceSM is our commitment to 
deliver both best-in-class and highly integrated 
products and services to help you reduce risk and 
to ensure superior quality in the production of 
clinical-grade applications.

BD Systematic ExcellenceSM: Powering the 
next generation of tools and systems to 
transform disease management in the next 
decade.

Integrated solutions from BD

SYSTEMATIC
EXCELLENCE

SM



Assistant to Associate Professor 
Level Position in 

Pediatric Oncology
The Department of Pediatrics at Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center is seeking a board certified/board eligible 
Pediatric Hematologist/Oncologist with demonstrated 
potential to carry out innovative clinical and/or translational 
research in the biology and experimental therapy of 
neuroblastoma. This position offers the candidate a unique 
and exciting research environment with extensive interactions 
amongst Department of Pediatrics’ programs of clinical and 
translational research in the biology and immunotherapy of 
human cancers, Memorial Hospital’s translational Human 
Oncology and Pathogenesis Program, and Sloan-Kettering 
Institute’s basic research programs in Molecular Pathology, 
Cell Biology, Immunology, Molecular Pharmacology and 
Chemistry, Molecular Biology, Genetics, Informatics, 
Developmental Biology, and Cellular Biochemistry and 
Structural Biology. Productive collaborations between 
physicians and scientists are encouraged and emphasized. 

Interested candidates should send their curriculum vitae to: 
Richard J. O’Reilly, MD, Chair, Department of Pediatrics 
and Chief, Pediatric Bone Marrow Transplantation Service, 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 1275 York Avenue, 
New York, NY 10065. Phone: 212-639-5958; Fax: 212-717-3447; 
E-mail: oreillyr@mskcc.org. EOE/AA

www.mskcc.org

Get a GRIP: An AAI program designed to help new 
investigators prepare their NIH grant proposals
AAI is pleased to offer a program to match new PI’s with established PI’s 
who have significant, successful grant writing careers. The Grant Review for 
Immunologists Program (GRIP) invites new PI’s to submit an outline or NIH-style 
abstract to the GRIP coordinator who, with the assistance of a small volunteer 
subcommittee, will attempt to match the topic of the proposal with the research 
experience of an established PI. Matches will be made as quickly as possible 
to allow new PI’s to meet upcoming NIH grant deadlines. Participation is strictly 
voluntary and is not intended to supplant internal mentoring programs.

GRIP is now accepting both new PI and  
established PI participants. Please send your  
CV and a brief description of either your  
potential research project (new PI’s) or grant  
reviewing experience (established PI’s)  
to infoaai@aai.org (please write “GRIP”  
in the subject line). 

Program details at www.aai.org/GRIP_rd.htm


